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Introducing UltraTec™
featuring our new Cam & 1/2
Performance System**
.

UltraTec
Axle to axle: 37 1⁄2”
Brace height: 7 3⁄8”
I.B.O Speed: 308 fps†

Sims® Limb Savers

New Sealed
Ball Bearings
Top & Bottom

Tighter tolerance, less
friction, more consistent
in varying conditions
and never needs
lubricating

TEC Riser Design

No Timing: Both cams work together rather than

independently so they are always in time
Cam Symmetry: The top and bottom cam
are symmetrical providing for level nock travel and perfect
bow symmetry

Extremely strong yet
lightweight. Eliminates
noise, reduces shock and
provides a more accurate
shooting platform

Hoyt’s Self-Aligning
Yoke System

Ensures continuous,
perfect cam alignment

Extreme Speeds: The new Cam & 1/2
Performance System is faster than any bow we’ve ever built in excess of 330 fps on particular models
Low Vibration: The Cam & 1/2 design reduces
vibration and is extremely smooth on the draw and the release

Some shooters love one cam.
Other shooters love two cams.

Looks like everyone

will love Cam & 1/2.
Cam Attributes

No Timing
Low Vibration
Speed
Solid Wall
Level Nock Travel
Cam Symmetry
Quiet
Low Maintenance
Forgiving

Two-Cam

•
••
••
•
•••
•••
•
•
••

New Thinner
Ergonomic Grip
Design

Ensures proper grip position
and minimizes torque

Single-Cam Cam & 1/2

•••
•••
••
•••
•
•
•••
••
•

•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••

New Pro Cable
Guard Glide

Reduces string wear
and friction

Stainless Steel
Stabilizer Bushing

3/4” Split Limb
Technology

“The consistency, forgiveness,
and tunability of Hoyt’s new
Cam & 1/2 is incredible.”
- Dave Cousins,
World Champion;
17 World Records

Most durable limb on
the market. 3/4” design
provides for the best
lateral and torsional
stability of any limb in
the industry

Dual Locking
Pocket System

Tightest tolerance pocket
in the industry

New Stealth
Draw Dampener

Provides for a whisper
quiet draw

www.hoytusa.com

**Patent pending. †I.B.O. speeds based on 70 lb. 30” draw.
For performance based on your setup, see your Hoyt dealer.
(Bow manufactured under one or more of the following
patent numbers: 5,682,871; 5,720,267; 4,957,094)
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Editorial
What Are You Learning?
I am learning to shoot barebow. It’s not enough to be learning NFAA compound barebow, I want to learn FITA (recurve) barebow, too. Here’s the
kicker—I think it is fun!
I ought to have my head examined. Archery is an exacting discipline
which takes dedication and practice, both of which require time I don’t have.
So why am I taking on two new disciplines? Well, I guess I could say that, if
I am going to be a mediocre archer, I might as well have the excuse that I am
new to the style. But, that is just ego protection, I am sure. I love all aspects
of archery and I want to learn them all. I don’t have the time to “be all I can
be” as an archer, so I might as well explore all of the variations of archery that
are offered. I haven’t yet tried bowhunting (I have neither the time nor the
money) but Claudia got to go on an elk hunt this last fall, so I got to hear
some great stories. I have a longbow, a FITA freestyle bow, a FITA barebow,
about a dozen compounds, and a dozen or so recurves I use for lessons (and,
of course, no room left in the garage).
So, what do you want to learn? Maybe we can find someone to write
about it for you. I would like to build my own stickbow, so I got Brian Luke
to write a series on doing just that. But that’s me—what about you?
This issue is packed! First off we have Lanny Bassham writing for us now and
if you don’t know about Lanny, you should! We have another article about
what archery is like around the world, this time in Slovakia. Chris Shull continues sharing his insights from his trip to Korea—don’t miss this if you
shoot FITA freestyle! We have equipment reviews, bow testing procedures,
and book reviews (books without paper, believe it or not!), and much more.
I hope you enjoy reading this issue as much as we enjoyed putting it together for you!

A Comprehensive Index to AFm for -
is available at www.archeryfocus.com.

Founding Publishers
Yoshi Komatsu
Rick McKinney
Denise Parker
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Jason Butler

Checking
Hunting
Arrows—B a c k To F ro n t
because you’ll still never shoot  percent on the range
even with those streamlined target points. Sloppy hunting arrows can cause a missed chip shot–even worse, a
poor hit. Neither are desired, and the latter, completely
unacceptable.
It all sounds pretty blah, I know, yet many archers
do not dwell on maybe the oldest rule of them all—only
straight arrows shoot straight, especially ones with sharp
broadheads at the wheel. I’ve checked many arrows
from numerous hunters in various hunting camps and
the results are always much the same. At least half of the
Sounds simple enough, right? Sure. However simple it shafts are off-key somewhere. Either the broadhead is
may sound it’s not everyday that you see archers with skewed to one side or the shaft shows some trace of wobsuch projectiles fastened safely in their quivers. Sad to ble throughout its length (mostly toward the front) presay, many hunters have never enjoyed the sheer bliss of sumably from repeated pounding into hard target butts.
perfectly made up arrows. Even so, all completed, mod- Such arrows should be discarded to the practice pile or
ern-day arrows are made up of several key compo- straightened if they’re made up of tubular aluminum.
Not all arrows are manufactured alike either. Top of
nents—the shaft itself, the arrow nock, the rear fletchthe line XX78 shafts from Easton are guaranteed
ing, the arrow insert, and the front-end head.
When your nock, shaft, insert, and head line up straight within . inch of perfect. Other aluminum
precisely, coupled with good vanes or feathers for guid- shafts like the XX75s from Easton are guaranteed
ance, arrows hit their mark. They spin and sail like a straight within . inch along the entire length.
dream. When those components don’t line up precisely, Numerous carbon shafts, like the Beman ICS Hunters
arrows can veer wildly corkscrewing like a kamikaze air- are straight within . inch. Regardless of the style
plane no matter what you do.
arrow you choose, always test
And that’s bad news if you’re a
them. Spin, examine, and sort
bowhunter with a wind-catch– words to remember.
ing broadhead attached to the
Many arrow manufacturfront end. Heaven knows a
ers have run extensive tests and
wobbly arrow can often be
all conclude that nock, arrow,
frustrating enough by itself to
and broadhead alignment is
make you want to tear your
the bread and butter of an
hair out. It’s definitely bad
accurate hunting arrow. I
news for you because it can
believe it. It’s a fact. For an
mean bad news for the animal
accurate, flat flying arrow
you chase, too.
under relaxed or adverse conThat said, arrow shaft
ditions it’s as good as gold. If
problems are really bad
you can’t vouch for all of your
enough if you are a target Every time you hit something hard, you need to check hunting arrows in this way,
archer with a slim field point that arrow back to front!
pitch the ones that are off even
My hunting partner Brian Perkinson stepped up to the 55yard mark, nocked an arrow onto his string and prepared
to shoot. Only a few seconds after that his arrow flew from
his bow straight toward the distant target like a tight-spiraled football cutting the 5-inch bull’s eye dead center. Great
shooting? Sure. Just as important, great arrow. His arrow,
tipped with a big fixed-blade head showed no sign of wobble slicing through air. Why? His arrow was aligned straight
from the arrow nock to the tip of the broadhead. From back
to front. That’s why.

Bowhunting

S
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a shade. Out from the quiver they come. They may look okay in
the air at  or -yard shots, but past point blank range any
inconsistency will bloom.
The preference for arrow material is your own, be it aluminum, all carbon, or aluminum-carbon-composite shafts like
Easton’s A/C/C arrows. However, there are a few steps that you
should take as soon as you receive the arrow shafts you choose
and these same things you should continue to do so every so
often to keep an accurate eye on arrows that may indeed fall from
grace.

B

Buy a precision commercial arrow roller of some sort. And try to
start with at least a dozen new arrows if you can. If you can’t afford
a dozen then get at least six to eight. To begin, lay your arrows in
a pile and start examining them one by one. Start with the arrow
nocks. Check for wobble by rolling the shaft looking at the nock
with a contrasting piece of colored paper underneath. If there’s
any sort of wobble replace the nock or the nock insert (UniBushing). Then check the shaft’s straightness over it’s entire
length. Roll it from end to end to check and re-check its straightness just to be safe even if it is right out of the box. They must be
checked.
Old style glue-on arrow nocks were tools of the devil in my
opinion. Unless you tweaked and tweaked your arrow and nock
it was all-too-easy to glue one on slightly off center and even more
difficult to align the nock just perfect to obtain maximum fletching clearance through the arrow rest. If you are still using glued
on nocks spin them before the glue dries. If they wobble, try
again with another nock. Whichever saint schemed up the UniBushing system can go out to dinner on me anytime.
Then we’ve got the insert. Gluing in an insert is not black
magic. But you should take some consideration to trying to make
every insert line up as straight as possible inside the end of the
shaft and keep a consistent amount of epoxy on each individual
arrow trying for similarity between each. After I heat and place
my inserts in shafts I lean my arrows straight up and down against
a wall. I like for my inserts to dry in this manner and not lying
on a bench where extra epoxy will ooze and harden more to one
side than the other.
Next comes the broadhead. Broadhead misalignment is
common. There are also several different ways of checking broad-

head alignment. For your best bet start with a pile of arrows and
a pile of broadheads. After your arrows have been cut and your
inserts glued-in carefully and dried screw on a broadhead tight
with a broadhead wrench to your first arrow.
Lay the arrow back on the rollers and spin the arrow carefully watching the broadhead ferrule (the center section) as well
as the tip over a piece of paper with a contrasting color or with
the broadhead tip against a block of wood. If it wobbles in either
place try another broadhead, matching heads and shafts until you
come up with broadheads that align perfectly to each individual
shaft. This may take some time to begin with but if you spin,
examine, and sort through your arrows you’ll be more than
happy on the range and in the woods with a quiver full of perfect
projectiles that fly dartlike.

D

Don’t let arrow shaft problems sneak up on you like a genuine
Tequila buzz. Spin, examine, and sort through them. When you
go through your arrows one by one nit-picking over all the key
components that make up an arrow, the end result is gratifying.
Deep down inside you know your arrows are all real beauties.
Such extremes in preparation are what get the goods. All in all it’s
just a superb way of checking hunting arrows to maximize your
accuracy: From back to front!
Jason Butler is a freelance outdoor writer and photographer who
lives in Richmond, VA. As much as Jason likes writing about the outdoors, he’d rather be there.
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Compound Tech 200

Roger Wheaton

Paper Tuning Lets You
See Your Arrow Flight
Bow tuning may well be the most discussed, and
“cussed” topic amongst archers. I receive more questions on this subject than all others combined.
While one is confused about which is the best tuning method, another is frustrated by a lack of success with grouping—a problem sometimes incorrectly attributed to an inability to properly tune the
bow. Still others are unsure of which method to use
in tuning their bows. If you follow the bowhunting
forums on the internet, you will likely agree that
bow tuning is the most popular, and frequently
misunderstood, topics in archery. If you count yourself amongst the confused, perhaps this article will
help.

O

Over the past few years, more and more methods of tuning a bow have evolved, all with their
proponents. I suspect most, if not all, are valid
systems; however, I prefer paper tuning as an
early step in the overall process of properly setting up a bow because it is the one and only system which allows us to actually “see” our arrow
flight. No matter how good one’s eyes are, seeing
and interpreting arrow flight without some help
is guesswork, at best. With the paper tears at
varying distances, arrow flight can be evaluated
with precision, and precise corrections may be
applied.
What is Paper Tuning?
What is paper tuning? It is one step in a series of
procedures to prepare a bow/arrow system for
maximum performance. It is not a single process
to achieve maximum consistency, accuracy, and
performance. A paper-tuned bow is not necessarily ready to shoot tight groups, even for the
best archer. After paper tuning, the bow must be
a r c h e r y
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further tuned to ensure maximum performance.
A bow must be properly set up initially for the
paper-tuning to be valid and effective.
Proper bow setup includes timing the
eccentrics, establishing correct centershot, positioning the nocking point indicator properly,
and selecting properly spined arrows. Vane size is
also important. Broadheads will require  or 
inch vanes while target arrows can be fletched
with 1⁄2 to  inch vanes. At any rate, complete
vane clearance must be achieved before paper
testing to preclude false readings of the paper
tear.
With the bow/arrow system set up correctly,
tuning can proceed effectively. Tightly stretch a
piece of newspaper or brown wrapping paper
across a framework. I built my framework from
PVC tubing leaving most joints uncemented for
easy take-down, storage, and transport. Place the
frame two to three yards in front of, and level
with, a backstop. Be sure arrows passing through
the paper will hit the target butt.
I recommend shooting through the paper as
close as possible. This produces a “picture” of the
arrow’s attitude immediately upon clearing the
bow and arrow rest. Adjustments to correct
faulty arrow attitude are shown on the diagram
below.
Making Corrections
Changes to the initial setup may lead to vanes
contacting the rest or the riser. If corrections fail
to improve paper tears, check again for vane contact. Punching the release, hand torque, poor
cam timing, and overly stiff arrow rest vertical
tension are common causes for an arrow tear

f o c u s

Continued on Page 8

Paper Test Tear Patterns
Nock
Low
Tear

Nock
High
Tear

Causes

Corrections

Causes

Corrections

1. Nock too high

1. Adjust nocking point
downward

1. Nock too low

1. Move nock point up

2. Cam timing off

2. Check/adjust cam
timing

2. Vertical pressure on
arrow rest too stiff
3. Cam timing off
4. Punching release/
plucking string

2. Decrease tension

3. Punching release/
plucking string

3. Check/adjust cam
timing

3. Use proper technique

4. Use proper technique

Nock
Left
Tear

Nock
Right
Tear

Causes

Corrections

Causes

Corrections

1. Draw weight too high

1. Reduce draw weight

1. Draw weight too low

1. Increase draw weight

2. Arrow spine too weak

2. Try stiffer arrow

2. Arrow spine too stiff

2. Try weaker arrow

3. Centershot too far left

3. Move arrow rest

3. Centershot too far right

3. Move arrow rest

4. Pressure button tension too light

4. Increase plunger
tension

4. Pressure button tension
too heavy

4. Reduce plunger
tension

5. Arrow point too
heavy

5. Change to lighter
point

5. Arrow point too light

5. Change to heavier
point

6. Torquing bow grip

6. Relax grip

7. Punching release/
plucking string

7. Use proper technique

6. Torquing bow grip
7. Punching release/
plucking string

6. Relax grip
7. Use proper technique

Making Adjustments
1. Adjust vertical displacement before horizontal displacement.
2. Make only one adjustment at a time, then retest.
3. Make adjustments in small increments.
a r c h e r y
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Note All left-right designations
must be reversed if you are left
handed.

which doesn’t change despite making corrective adjustments. When I find
this situation, I always check vertical pressure of the rest first. In most cases,
the tension should be fairly light, but enough to support the weight of the
arrow without collapsing.
Punching the release and hand torque on the grip plague many archers
trying to tune their equipment to perfect arrow flight. Either of these actions
will cause wild, inconsistent arrow tears from shot to shot making corrections virtually impossible. Until these shooter errors are corrected, tuning
and consistent, tight grouping are hopeless goals.
One of the most common errors in paper tuning is trying to achieve a
perfect “bullet hole” tear in the paper at close range. In fact, for virtually all
shooters, a bullet hole right out of the bow tends to indicate a “critical” or
unforgiving setup which will lead to inconsistent grouping later. Many of
the better archers seem to agree that a slightly high/left tear (for right-handed shooters) of 1⁄4 to 1⁄2 inch is the best pattern.
After making adjustments at this close range, move to - yards and start
again. Follow the same procedure and try to achieve a slightly reduced
high/left tear or perhaps a bullet hole. Then go to - yards. Here you
should be able to get a bullet hole tear. Go back to close range and double
check the pattern here. With these tears at the three different distances, you
can see your arrow flight making it much easier to correct abnormal disturbances. Now you are ready to proceed to final group testing and micro-tuning, putting the final touches on the bow/arrow system. I usually find paper
tuning to be a quick, painless job laying the groundwork for optimum
grouping consistency.

O

Other sources for tuning information can be found in previous Archery Focus
articles. Easton Archery’s “Arrow Tuning and Maintenance Guide” provides
a virtual encyclopedia of tuning information and methods complementing
their website. Larry Wise publishes a lot of information on bow tuning and
his books on bow tuning should be a part of every archer’s library. Do a
search on the internet archery forums and you will find more information
than you want—some good and some not so good.

Roger Wheaton is a retired military pilot and intelligence officer
currently working as a national
security consultant. After nearly 
years as an archery competitor, he is still competitive at the senior
level in national and international events and still enjoys success
as a 3-D and field archer. Roger continues to focus on competition,
but enjoys helping new archers improve their overall archery skills.
a r c h e r y
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Annette M. Musta



Fitness 
Question I have been shooting a lot, training in
an attempt to make the Senior USAT team but I
can’t pass the required fitness test. What can I do?
Would swimming or bicycling be easier than the
running test?

a r c h e r y
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Archery Fitness

Answer The fitness test was implemented as a
way to ensure some modest level of cardiovascular conditioning in USAT archers. The standard
test consists of a  minute walk/run. The distance covered is measured and compared to an
age-based chart. The archer must score in the
“fair” or above category to pass.
The answer to the first part of the above
question is to improve your cardiovascular conditioning. If you are serious about making
USAT, then you must train for the conditioning
test just as diligently as you train your archery
shot.
The fitness test itself is a good way to measure your current level of cardiovascular conditioning. Take the test at a sanctioned event or
test yourself at your local track. It is a good idea
to keep track of your initial results along with
the weather conditions, time of day, and physical
factors that may affect your score.
It is assumed by the above question that
your score is below the “fair” or passing level.
Your goal is to improve at least to the “fair” category or better. Once you have a baseline score
you can prepare a training plan. Now is the time
to start. It will take five months or longer to train
for the test, depending on your current level of
conditioning.
First, take out your daily calendar and set
aside time at least three days a week for the first
month to work on your cardio conditioning. Set
aside time five days a week in months two and

three. Set aside time six days a week in months
four and five. Start with forty minutes in months
one through two and then increase the amount
of time to one hour in months three through
five. This time is sacred, you can not use it for
anything else.
Second, pick your mode of cardiovascular
training. If you are taking the running test, plan
on walking during your cardio time. If you are
taking the bicycling or swimming tests, your
mode should be bicycling or swimming. While
all of the tests measure your level of cardiovascular conditioning, the running test is probably the
best for most individuals. Running is a skill most
people can do while cycling and swimming
require special skills. In particular, cycling
requires strong leg muscles. Swimming at a fast
pace requires a set of special skills and experience
beyond the scope of this article. The plan below
will concentrate on preparing for the running
test.
To train for the cardio test, first you will
need to build your endurance. Start by walking
for thirty minutes at a fast but comfortable pace.
You should try to cover 1⁄2 miles in the thirty
minutes. If you can not make this pace, start at a
comfortable pace and work up to your 1⁄2 miles.
Chose relatively flat terrain. Once you can comfortably walk 1⁄2 miles in the thirty minutes,
begin adding five minutes of time to your walk
until you can walk two miles in thirty to forty
minutes. Remember, you are walking three times
a week for the first month.
Increase your number of walks per week to
five times a week in month two. Keep up your
pace of between 1⁄2 and two miles in thirty minutes. Once you are comfortable at this pace,
increase the amount of time you walk to forty-

“If you are serious about
making USAT, then you
must train for the conditioning test just as diligently as you train your
archery shot.”

test. Alternate days of interval
training and all jog. Work on your
pacing. Your pace needs to be fast
enough to complete the required
number of laps for your test. All
jog/run laps during your interval
training should be run at this pace.
On run days, run at your target pace for a lap and then
jog a lap. You should also be training six days a week for
one hour at a time. Train at the same time of the day you
will be taking your test. Try to mimic all of the conditions on test day with your training (time of day, weather, shoes, clothing, etc.). One week prior to taking your
test, take your final  minute practice test. Once again,
attempt to replicate actual test day conditions.
The timing of the test should be controlled as much
as possible. Factors affecting your performance include
altitude (higher altitudes will decrease performance),
temperature (higher temperatures can decrease performance), time of day (personal preference), and the amount
of rest you get. Also remember you can retake the test if
you do not pass it the first time. It is better to take the
test early in the season in case you need more training
time to better your results.

five minutes to one hour.
Maintain this level through
month two. If you feel strong
enough, add some intensity to
your walk by walking up hills. Try
to maintain your pace of 1⁄2 to 
miles in thirty minutes. If you do
not have access to hills, you can increase your intensity
by carrying a weight in a properly fitting backpack. Wrap
the weight in a towel to cushion it. Place it in the bottom
of the backpack and carry the backpack during your
walk. Start with a five pound weight. Increase the weight
to ten pounds if you need the added intensity.
By month three you should be comfortable with
your current pace and length of time of exercising. Now
is the time to increase your pace. Start with intervals.
Intervals can be done in one of two ways - timed or distance. Timed intervals work this way - walk at your base
pace for one minute, then jog for one minute, return to
your base pace for four minutes followed by a one
minute jog. Repeat this pattern of two minutes base, one
minute jog, four minutes base, and one minute jog for
your entire cardio time. Always end with a four minute
base pace walk to cool down. Distance intervals work the
same way but depend on a distance marked course such
as a track. Start by walking once around the track. Then
jog 1⁄4 to 1⁄2 lap around the track. Walk 1⁄2 to  lap around
the track followed by a 1⁄2 lap jog. Repeat the sequence for
your entire cardio training time ending with a two lap
walk for a cool down. Once you are comfortable with the
amount of time or distance in your jog interval, begin to
increase it. Add fifteen seconds to your timed interval or
1
⁄2 lap to your distance interval. Alternate your interval
training with regular pace walking. Pace walk (with
intensity training—hills or weighted backpack) on
Monday and Friday. Interval train on Tuesday, Thursday,
and Saturday. Rest on Sunday. Continue your interval
training through month three. Take the  minute fitness
test again one time during month three and record your
results.
Month four continues the interval training concentrating on increasing your speed and the duration of your
jog intervals. Work up to two minutes of jog time or one
to 1⁄2 complete jog laps spaced with one minute or 1⁄2 lap
base pace intervals. By the end of month four you should
be able to walk/jog for  to  minutes. Add a day of
interval training to your workout week. During the last
week of month four, take the  minute fitness test again.
Note your progress on your training chart.
Month five involves final preparation for your fitness

Question I want to join a health club to work out and to
improve my archery skills. I’ll be working with a trainer at
the club. What do I need to know?
Answer First check out the credentials of your trainer.
Your trainer should be certified by one of the reputable
agencies and should be required to maintain their certification with continued education credits.
A reputable trainer should start by talking with you
about your fitness requirements, your health, and your
current fitness level. The trainer should then perform a
complete fitness test measuring the strength and
endurance of your major muscle groups. It is important
to tell your trainer about any physical limitations, medical conditions, and injuries you may have.
Once your trainer has your background information
and the results of your fitness testing, he or she will
develop a program for you. The trainer should include
your input into the development of your program. Tell
your trainer you want to work on your strength for your
archery draw. The trainer will then probably suggest a
number of exercises to increase your arm strength erroneously believing this is where the archery draw comes
from. Explain to your trainer the archery draw is based
on the muscles of the back, the shoulder (including the

a r c h e r y
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“You need to feel comfortable with your
trainer to get the
best results.”

Working with a trainer often
evolves into a close relationship. You
need to feel comfortable with your
trainer to get the best results. If you
are uncomfortable with your trainer
or you feel a breakdown in communication, schedule some time away from the workout
area to discuss your concerns. If you are no longer seeing
results or if you feel your trainer is no longer fulfilling
your needs, you have every right to switch trainers. Every
trainer works in a different way and you, as the customer,
should find a person and relationship which works for
you.

rotator cuff ), and the accessory
muscles of the abdomen and the
chest and the arm. You also want to
strengthen your base muscles in
your lower back, your hips, butt,
and legs.
Once you have a program, your trainer should take
you to every station and teach you proper technique. If
your trainer skips this step, get a new trainer. Proper
technique is imperative to avoid injuries. Ask questions
until you are completely comfortable with each exercise
and every piece of equipment. Your trainer should also be
able to tell you what muscles are being worked during
each exercise. Your trainer should follow you through
your exercise routine several times to check your form.
Once you are comfortable with your program, you
may want to work out on your own. Or you can schedule your workouts with your trainer every time. The
choice depends on your preferences and the amount of
money you are willing to spend. If you chose to work out
on your own, your trainer should be available for questions and encouragement. In addition, your trainer
should periodically check your form and your progress.
Every two to three months your trainer should adjust
your program. A fitness test should be performed at least
every six months with a subsequent adjustment of your
program. Finally, your trainer should always be available
with encouragement for you if you need it.

Annette Musta is a certified personal
trainer who owns and operates her own
business, ARH Sports and Fitness in
Pennsylvania. She has been shooting for
 years, but not seriously (she says)
until the last seven years. She has been a
professional ballet dancer (which is why
she is known around the ARCO
Training Center as “the dancer”) and is
currently a licensed pilot. She is the founder and Executive
Director of the Pass the Torch Foundation, which matches school
age children with athletes training for international competition.
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Rob DiStefano

Equipment Review

AIM Samick Legend Longbow
AIM Internature Viper Longbow
While perusing a popular online archery store website, I noticed several longbows were being offered at
very low prices – far lower than the usual going rate
for production longbows. Intrigued, I did some further checking and found that the bows were distributed by AIM Archery (www.aimarchery.com),
founded by president Eric Hall, a noted archer in
his own right. AIM stocks recurves and longbows
crafted by two Korean bow manufacturers, Samick
and Internature. These longbows piqued my interest, so I took the plunge and bought them both!
Here’s my review of these “offshore” longbows.

The Samick Legend
Length ˝ AMO nock to nock
Labeled draw weight # @ ˝
Actual measured draw weight # @ ˝ (measured to the front of the arrow shelf )
Note Samick stickbows are typically a few
pounds more draw weight than indicated on
each bow.
Brace height ˝ to depth of handle (with a 1⁄2˝
bowstring)
Price Listed at $/US – $/US at FS
Discount Archery (www.fsdiscountarchery.com)

E = average speed (fps)
F = kinetic energy in ft-lbs
G = arrow grains per pound of draw weight
(GPP)
Chronograph criteria:
• Shooting Chrony Model F-1 chronograph,
shot indoors w/special lighting
• test conditions— degrees Fahrenheit, %
humidity
• arrows released approximately 3 feet in front
of 1st chrono screen
•  strand BCY Dyneema’02
bowstrings used exclusively
• finger release (latigo leather
tab)
• arrow length measured from
depth of nock to back of head
• arrow released when back of
head flush w/forward edge of
arrow shelf (˝ draw)
• speed is an average of  shots
per arrow type
• arrows were of Port Orford Cedar
(POC) shafting
• arrow nocks were non-pinch,
loose fitting
• arrows had flat blunt points &
helical fletched feathers

Average Arrow Velocity, Kinetic Energy
and Arrow Grains per Draw Weight
A
B
C D E
F
G
11
⁄32˝ ˝ feather ˝   . .
11
⁄32˝ ˝ feather ˝   . .
5
⁄16˝ ˝ feather ˝   . .
5
⁄16˝ ˝ feather ˝   . .
A = POC wood arrow shaft diameter
B = arrow fletching
C = arrow and draw lengths
D = arrow weight in grains
a r c h e r y
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The Scoop
The Legend longbow is nicely
crafted, with very dark brown
glass over maple limb cores, and
a riser of walnut with an Asian
hardwood called “karisen.” The
limbs exhibit a mild reflex/deflex
design and the limb tips are
capped in a single layer of black
phenolic. When braced, the
limbs form a classic “D” shape—
this bow would meet the IFAA

F = kinetic energy in ft-lbs
G = arrow grains per pound of draw
weight (GPP)
Note Same chronograph criteria as with
the Legend longbow

longbow rules.
The handle section has a “boxy” feel to the
grip, with rounded off corner edges. For the most
part, the grip is straight but with a little “locater”
dip nearest to the arrow shelf. The arrow shelf is
well cut to within 1⁄8˝ of the bow’s centerline and
is lightly crowned, as is the arrow plate. No arrow
shelf material was supplied with the Legend, and
I created a shelf rest by applying double stick tape
to one side of a piece of thin leather and cutting
it out with a pair of sharp, stout scissors. Stuck to
the arrow plate side of the riser, the leather rest
drapes down and over the arrow shelf.
A very, very stout  strand Dacron string
came with the bow (this is mega overkill for a #
bow). Eric assured me that both the Legend and
Viper longbows are capable of handling modern
low stretch, low creep bow fibers, so I spun up a
 strand BCY Dyneema’02 endless bowstring,
1⁄2˝ from loop end to loop end.

The Scoop
Good craftsmanship in the clear glass
over zebrawood and hard rock maple
limb cores, and riser of walnut with a
rosewood accent stripe. There’s a mild
reflex/deflex in the limb design and the
limb tips are capped in a multi layer of
walnut and karisen hardwoods. The
braced classic “D” shape will meet the
IFAA longbow rules. A laced leather
grip surrounds a nicely rounded handle
section that has a slight locator dip.
Lightly crowned, the arrow shelf is cut
to within 1⁄8˝ of the bow’s centerline. As
with the Legend longbow, no arrow
shelf material was supplied with the
Viper, and, as with the Legend, I made
one up from a piece of leather and double stick tape. The supplied, overly
heavy  strand Dacron bowstring was
replaced with a  strand BCY Dyneema’02 endless bowstring, 1⁄2˝ from loop end to loop end.

Comments
I found the Legend longbow to have a pleasingly
smooth draw out to my ˝ draw length. I didn’t
particularly care for the squared handle, it felt
somewhat bulky and unnatural in my bowhand.
As expected with most mild reflex/deflex longbow limb designs, there was some amount of hand shock
that decreased as the arrow weight increased. It was easy
for me to get a variety of shaft weights and spines to fly
nicely. Influenced by the cost, this bow is a fine value.

Comments
This is a fun longbow! Aesthetically, the look of the
zebrawood outer laminations under clear glass, the
multi-wood limb tips, the riser laminated wood accent,
and the leather wrapped grip, all just beg you to pick up
this longbow and pull some string! The icing on the cake
is in the performance—smooth drawing, little to zero
hand shock, it can spit an arrow out with authority and
would make a fine 3-D or hunting longbow. Overall, this
is a fine longbow in terms of workmanship, materials,
performance . . . and value. Highly recommended . . . I
even bought a second one!

The Internature Viper
Length ˝ AMO nock to nock
Labeled draw weight # @ ˝
Actual measured draw weight # @ ˝ (measured to the
front of the arrow shelf )
Note Internature stickbows are typically a few pounds less
draw weight than indicated on each bow.
Brace height ˝ to depth of handle (with a 1⁄2˝ bowstring)
Price Listed at US$ - US$ at FS Discount Archery
Average Arrow Velocity, Kinetic Energy
and Arrow Grains per Draw Weight
A
B
C
D
E
F
11
⁄32˝ ˝ feather ˝   .
11
⁄32˝ ˝ feather ˝   .
5
⁄16˝ ˝ feather ˝   .
5
⁄16˝ ˝ feather ˝   .
A = POC wood arrow shaft diameter
B = arrow fletching
C = arrow and draw lengths
D = arrow weight in grains
E = average speed (fps)

Epilogue
The simplicity and aesthetic beauty of traditional “stickbow” archery continues to gain interest and appeal from
both seasoned archers and newbies alike. Simply put, the
Legend and Viper are quality longbows that will get you

G
.
.
.
.
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into the game for the smallest amount of dollars—and
keep you pulling string for years to come.

Legend Force/Draw Curve
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50.0

Pounds of Draw
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Inches of Draw
Viper Force/Draw Curve

60.0
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Pounds of Draw
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(inches)
15
16
17
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20
21
22
23

Legend Force/Draw Data
draw weight
draw length
(pounds)
(inches)
16.0
24
18.5
25
20.5
26
23.0
27
25.0
28
27.0
29
29.5
30
31.0
31
33.0

draw weight
(pounds)
35.0
37.0
38.5
40.5
43.0
46.0
48.5
51.0

draw length
(inches)
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Viper Force/Draw Data
draw weight
draw length
(pounds)
(inches)
16.0
24
17.5
25
19.5
26
22.0
27
24.0
28
27.0
29
29.5
30
31.5
31
34.0

draw weight
(pounds)
36.0
37.5
39.0
41.0
43.0
45.0
47.5
50.0

Join the NFAA!
Enjoy these Exciting Benefits
National, Sectional, State and Club Tournaments
Certified Instructor Programs
Club and Pro Shop Insurance
Indoor/Outdoor Leagues
Professional Archery

10.0
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0
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Subscription to Archery Magazine included
Complete the application and join today!
Name
Address
City

Rob DiStefano has been involved
in archery since the mid 1950’s
when his Dad got him started in
shooting, and crafting bowstrings,
arrows, and quivers. A very active
NAA and NFAA competitive tournament archer through the 60’s
and 70’s, he started the Pelham
Archers archery club that held outdoor NFAA field and NAA target tournaments at their own large
New York City chartered outdoor range. The club participated
with other archery clubs in NY/NJ/CT tri-state archery tournaments. Today, Rob is a consultant in the telecommunications
industry and enjoys the revival of traditional archery—shooting
longbows for target and roving fun, and offering his Custom
Endless Bowstrings.

State

Zip

Phone
One year Individual membership $45.00
Family membership $65.00
Junior membership (under 18) $35.00
Visa and MasterCard accepted
CC#
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Call Toll Free 800-811-2331
National Field Archery Association
31407 Outer I-10
Redlands, CA 92373
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C.S. Gibbs Corporation
100 Quality Lane
Versailles, IN 47042
phone 812/689-9926
fax 812/689-9927
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Rick McKinney’s Book

“The Simple Art of Winning“
Rick McKinney has won numerous competitions during his 30+
year career, including the ‘77, ‘83, and ‘85 World Championships.
He has put the essence of archery in this book with many photos
and illustrations. If you are frustrated, tired of chasing perfect
shooting form, or cannot break your old high score, you need to
read this book! US $24.95
The $24.95 fee includes postage within the United States. All international orders must
include an extra $5.00 shipping fee.

Archery Focus magazine
PMB 395, 664-A Freeman Lane, Grass Valley, CA 95949-9630, phone 800.671.1140 fax 530.477.8384
a r c h e r y
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Rick Stonebraker

Maintenance and Repair of Whitetail Targets

Special Feature

Noodle Repair
The Whitetail target matt is probably the most
usable target matt going right now because it is
lightweight, you can roll it along the ground, and
easy to store with minimal maintenance. The one
downside is that it is made from EthafoamTM, which
deteriorates if left in the sun. To protect the matt
from deteriorating, either store it out of the sun or
place a cover over the matt when not in use. The
other minor downside is the center of the matt. The
matts are made by rolling a continuous layer of foam
starting from the center. Ironically, the weakest part
of the target is also the busiest area of the matt.

during a tournament or during practice and you
blow out the center of the target, there is a nifty
method to fix the center using one of those inexpensive swimming noodles.
Cut a piece approximately ˝ longer than the
thickness of the matt.

W

When shooting at these matts, avoid placing the
target over the direct center of the matts; this will
prolong the life of the center. This can be
unavoidable when using cm target faces but
thankfully, this is only done when shooting at the
longer distances. It is recommended that when
shooting at faces smaller than cm, place the
target face slightly off of center. During a sanctioned FITA event, the target face can be shifted
left or right. To take advantage of all places available around the center, the matt can be turned to
take advantage of all areas and still comply with
FITA regulations.
The other major advantage of a Whitetail
matt is that they are made with replaceable centers, typically ˝. This is a great innovation for
the cost conscious. For the average person who
cannot replace centers at their convenience or the
frugal archer, a little ingenuity can make the centers last even longer.
The Noodle Repair
If you cannot shift the center of the target face
a r c h e r y
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Take a length of string (five feet) and tie an overhand knot in the middle of the ˝ noodle plug.

Start wrapping very tightly but avoid cutting into
the noodle plug. You may want to use a pair of
gloves on the pulling hand (trust me on this).
Wrap about every half-inch to an inch. After fin-

f o c u s

ishing one end, finish with - wraps around the very
end or use a clove hitch to hold the string in place.

Wrap the other end of the noodle in the same manner. You now have a plug that is about - inches in

should be a nice clean symmetrical hole all the way
through. If not, take a pair of needle-nose pliers and
remove any loose pieces.
Notice which way the foam layers are wrapped.
When you insert the plug, make sure to turn against the
direction of the wrapped layers. If you turn with the layers, it will get tight and will feel like a Chinese finger puz-

diameter and hopefully the hole in the center is not larger than this.
Clear out any pieces of foam that are in the hole. It

Continued on the Next Page

MAGNOCK

Every Nock releases
EXACTLY the same with
a LIGHTER RELEASE
than any modern nock!

®

Magnetic Nock System

INCREASE ACCURACY
THROUGH CONSISTENCY!
The Magnock Pro1 Receiver is permanently held
onto the bowstring and accomodates the two sizes of
Magnock insert nocks. The nocks fit all Uni-bushings,
Beman, A/C/C, A/C/E, Vapor, Carbon Express, Redline,
and many more!

MAGNOCK

Ask for the MAGNOCK system at your nearest Archery Dealer.

®

MADE IN USA
Aznat, LLC • Phoenix, AZ

See video proof of reduced arrow shaft flexing and
ordering information on our web site:

NEW!
Pro1 Receiver

www.magnock.com
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Continued From the Previous Page

Because the core may be thicker than the thickness of the
matt, turn the whole project over and walk around the

zle. Twist the plug in until it is inserted the whole way
into the hole, leaving an inch on either end if possible.
After the plug is inserted, start from either end and
unwrap the string from around the plug, alternately from
both sides. It will get harder as you unwind because the
noodle is expanding. Do not pull the string out, just
unwind it as you pull. When the string appears to have
stopped unwinding, you probably have reached the overhand knot in the middle. You can pull from both ends
until the string breaks or you can just cut off the excessive string.
If you want, you can wrap the whole noodle in one
direction but, remember to alternate unwrapping from
both sides to keep the noodle in the center of the core.

edge of the core until the front surfaces are even. There
will be some core protruding from the backside but that
will make the core last longer (see photo above).

T

These innovative ideas will extend the life of the center
of the core a bit longer, which in turn will extend the life
of your matt a lot longer. And with the cost of everything
going up, let’s stretch that archery dollar a little bit further and put that towards other archery equipment.

Stanley Hipps Repair
After several “noodle” repairs, the surrounding areas of
the center will get weak from use and eventually, there
will not be enough surrounding foam to adequately hold
a noodle. There are larger noodles out there so you could
go through the process of a larger-noodle repair. But
there is yet another way to preserve that ˝ center before
replacing it. You can use one of Stanley Hipps replaceable
centers. They come is sizes of ˝, ˝, ˝, ˝, and ˝.
Cut out the center of the target until you have
approximately an inch or so less than the diameter of the
Stanley Hipps core. These cores are designed with a slight
taper for easier insertion from the front, which prevents
them from pushing through the back. Place the matt on
the ground and place the core in the hole from the top,
gently stepping on the core until it is started in the matt.

Rick Stonebraker is the President of
the Texas State Archery Association.
There is little he hasn’t done in
archery. He is a NAA Level 4 Coach,
a national and Olympic judge, a former USAT member, and has won
championships in competitions as various as the NAA National Field,
Clout, and Flight and NFAA Field competitions. Most Recently
he won an astounding six golds and a silver at the 2002 World
Masters Games in Australia. Rick’s favorite phrase is: "The only
risk in life is not taking one!"
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Bambi Golombisky
 eries lucidating the iner oints of rchery iquette
Getting Rid of Negativity

W

M

Most of us know archery etiquette, but we need to add
one thing to the list. Getting rid of negativity. None of us
wants to be known as a jerk, loudmouth, or worse. Our
attitudes and the things we say are an important part of
archery. Sometimes we forget that.

a r c h e r y
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Archery Etiquette

What do you think of when someone mentions archery?
What do you enjoy about archery the most? Do you like
to be indoors in front of a FITA target? Or do you prefer
being in the woods on a warm sunny day for a field
round? Maybe you like the precision of outdoor FITA
competition. Or could it be the feeling you get when step
up to the stake and see that first 3-D target in the woods?
Maybe it’s the sound you hear when your arrow lands in
the center of a shot out target. One thing is certain, every
archer is different, with different thoughts, feelings, and
goals.
Maybe your goal is to win a local 3-D shoot, or perhaps you have your sights set on a state or national championship. Some of you may not want to compete at all.
Others want to bag that big buck. The choice is yours.
We all have different reasons for picking up a bow, from
the archery-aholic to the weekend warrior to the bow
hunter that dusts off his or her bow every fall.
Any archer who has shot in a tournament or a
league knows that there are certain standards that we
adhere to. We all try to be polite to and considerate of our
fellow competitors. We have learned to stay on the shooting line until the person next to us has finished shooting.
When we are waiting to shoot we try to be quiet. When
outdoors we shade each other with umbrellas so we can
see to shoot on the 3-D course. We loan fellow competitors a release when theirs breaks or share towels when it
rains. This is the proper etiquette we have all learned.
There is one area in which some us fall short—we make
comments that we should keep to ourselves.
I have been around many archers and have heard a
lot of comments, stories, and personal experiences, some
good and some bad. When there are large groups of people together we need to be careful of what we say. You
may be talking to your buddy, but you don’t know how
many people can hear you.
Does every archer deserve to be on the shooting line
no matter his or her skill level? Of course they do. No one
should be belittled because his or her archery skills may
not be up to our own personal standards. You may feel
that someone is shooting badly based on your own skills,
however that person may be shooting his or her personal best. Don’t burst their bubble by making a negative
comment. Be careful what you say, once it’s out you can’t
take it back.
Good manners are not just for adults. Kids and
teenagers need to use them as well. How many times
have your kids complained because the kid next to them

walked off the line and bumped into them when they
were at full draw? Or the kid next to them has a bad attitude and is not fun to shoot with. Maybe your child is on
a bale with someone who is having a bad day and they
keep throwing their release or slamming their bow into
other bows on the bow rack. Sometimes you run into a
teenager that has that “I’m better than everyone else” attitude. I don’t want any child to be treated this way, but it
does happen and we are the only ones that can change it.
Lessons in proper behavior should be included in all basic
archery classes.
Example 1—At a tournament a couple of people
were sitting together waiting to shoot. They were watching someone on the shooting line. One said to the other
“I sure am glad that I don’t shoot that bad.” I’m sure the
person they were talking about did not hear the comment, but several other archers did. In making a comment like that you run the risk of that person or a friend
of that person hearing you. It’s a good way to hurt someone’s feelings or cause some hard feelings. Some things are
better left unsaid, if you feel the need to express yourself,
save the negative comments for the trip home.
Example 2—There are some behaviors that are just
not acceptable. Such as a parent announcing in front of
other parents and kids that his or her child is the only one
with any potential. Or saying his or her child is the only
one that is any good and the other kids stink. Wow, that’s
a very good way to decrease participation in your youth
programs. We need to be encouraging these young
archers and trying to increase their number. The last
thing we need is people walking away with a bad feeling
about archery and archers themselves.
Example 3—Here is another case of “open mouth,
insert foot, and wiggle toes.” How would you feel if you
heard one archer tell another that by turning pro you
would shoot with a better class of people? Excuse me? So
being a professional archer makes me a better person than
an amateur archer? No, of course not. However, anyone
hearing that comment would be angry. I know I would
be. I think this person did not mean to say that and that
it came out the wrong way. Regardless, some people were
hurt by the comment.

Jock Elliott
A Great Family Project—
F i n i s h i n g Yo u r O w n l o n g b o w.

Family Archery

Finish the Shot?
Finish the Bow!
There is something tremendously seductive about
traditional archery. You have the simplest of tools—
a big stick (the bow), a little stick (the arrow) and
a string. With them, you can do magic . . . cause
holes to appear in distant targets . . . watch the
arching beauty of an arrow in flight . . . experience
the challenge and the thrill of attempting to do
something well. In our headlong online ⁄⁄ cellphone-pager-email world, it’s little wonder that
many people, including this writer, find something
deeply satisfying in the quiet, unrushed grace of
archery. (For that reason, I suspect half the people
who bowhunt with traditional equipment do so
because of a deep yearning for simplicity.)

A

comes in both left and right handed configurations. It can be ordered in variety of draw weights
up to #. Since I am a desk warrior most of the
time, I choose just # at  inches. The belly, or
main body of the bow, is cherry, a wood which is
good for compression. The back of the bow is
hickory, a wood that behaves well when
stretched. The string nocks have been cut; the
limbs have been tillered; the handle is shaped,
and the arrow rest is cut. It even comes with a
Flemish twist string and can be shot as-is. (The
cost of one of these bows is just US$, plus
shipping!)
Most people, however, will want to apply
some sort of finishing treatment. Quillian suggests - coats of polyurethane with light sanding
in between. Since I had messed up the string that
came with the bow, I contacted Rob DiStefano to
order one of his Custom Endless Bowstrings
(Rob DiStefano, www.rfd.cc/bowstrings). He gave
me some very good bow finishing recommendations that I followed, and I’m very pleased with
the results.
Here’s what you’ll need to finish your Dan
Quillian longbow—

As much as I enjoy shooting my Mathews
Genesis compound bow, I wanted to go even
simpler, to a wooden longbow, but I wasn’t keen
on spending hundreds of dollars to do so. When
I mentioned my desire to AFm Editor Steve Ruis,
he said, “Contact Dan Quillian. He’s Mr.
Traditional Archery. I’m sure he can fix you up.”
So I contacted Dan (Dan Quillian,  W.
Cloverhurst Ave., Athens, GA , email
dqtrad@aol.com) and about two weeks later, the
mail carrier (wearing
a look of utter astonishment) delivers to
my door a six foot
length of plastic rain
gutter, sealed at both
ends. Inside is one of
Dan’s finish-it-yourself longbows.
The bow is 
inches long and The unfinished bow—roughed out, sanded, tillered, ready to finish.
a r c h e r y
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When I returned, the
final coat was dry. I strung
the bow with the fine strand tan and yellow
dacron bowstring that Rob
had made for me, measured
the brace height with the
bow square, and crimped
on a nock. I applied Dr.
Scholl’s Moleskin to serve
as an arrow rest and riser plate. I nocked one of my aluminum arrows, drew to the corner of my mouth, and let
fly. The arrow buried itself in my practice target.
In an instant, I knew that my project had been a success. The finish-it-yourself longbow shoots with much
less shock and jarring than my all-fiberglass longbow. It’s
pleasant to look at and fun to shoot, and the entire proj-

• paper towels
• wax paper
• cigarette lighter fluid
(not charcoal lighter
fluid) or naptha
• rubber gloves
• fine () steel wool
• MinWax
Wipe-On
Poly
• a clean white tee shirt
(new or used) or a well-washed cloth diaper
In my case, I had to buy the steel wool, lighter fluid, a
package of disposable vinyl gloves, and the MinWax.
Total cost was about US$, and I estimate that I have
enough material to finish at least four bows, perhaps
more.
I started by removing the bow string. Then I slipped
on the rubber gloves, wet the paper towel with the cigarette lighter fluid (it’s really naptha but cheaper than purchasing it at the paint store) and wiped the bow down
again to remove any fingerprints. Since I was working
outside on a beautiful -degree day, the lighter fluid
dried in a minute or two. Then I briskly rubbed the
entire surface of the bow with a dry paper towel. This
helps to knock down some of the grain raised by the
naptha/lighter fluid.
Then, after shaking the can of MinWax Wipe-On
Poly, I wet a spot on the diaper and applied the first coat
of polyurethane by simply rubbing it over the surface of

“This puts family archery with
real wood longbows in reach of
almost everyone, and that
sounds like a great idea to me.”

ect had taken less than two hours. It puts family archery
with real wood longbows in reach of almost everyone,
and that sounds like a great idea to me.
One final note—if you look closely at the photo of
the finished bow (above), you’ll notice that the top limb
curves more than the bottom limb. Dan Quillian tells me
he designs the tillering that way so the top and bottom
limbs work well together.

the bow. (A - inch square cut out of a clean white Tshirt will work just fine in place of the diaper). I parked
the bow standing upright with the bow tips resting on
wax paper.
After  minutes, the first coat was dry to the touch,
so I lightly rubbed the finish with fine steel wool (it’s
supposed to rough up the surface, but you can’t see it
with the naked eye) and then a dry paper towel (to make
sure no particles of steel wool clung to the surface of the
bow). I applied the second coat of polyurethane with the
diaper. It dried in about  minutes; then I repeated the
steel wool and paper towel routine. After applying the
third and final coat of poly, I left to purchase a bow
square.

Jock Elliott and his son took up the bow and arrow because “it
is high fun, low noise, and the ammunition
is reusable.” They soon fell in love with the
twang of the bowstring and the beauty of the
arrow in flight. Elliott, based in Troy, NY, is
a fulltime freelance writer, competes in air
gun matches, and writes about air guns and
two-way radio for various publications as
well as high technology for industrial clients.
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Lanny Bassham

It Doesn’t Matter If You Win
or Lose . . . Until You Lose!
When I was a little guy losing was all I did. I was the
worst athlete in my school. I ran the  yard dash in
 minutes and played alternate right field in LittleLeague baseball. Ever play baseball? That’s where you
put your worst player and I was the alternate.
One day after studying the Olympics in class our
third-grade teacher said, “It is just possible that one of
you might one day win an Olympic Gold Medal. Who
do you think has the best chance of winning a medal
in this class?” A boy sitting next to me stood up and
said, “I don’t know who has the best chance but I do
know who has the worst chance. Lanny has!” That’s
when losing hurts and I was losing a lot. I made up my
mind that some day I would show that kid. I had to
find a sport that would take a short, slow athlete to the
Olympics.

Mental Skills

S

Shooting is more an exercise in making the body
stop than in making it go. I could make it stop. I
found my Olympic vehicle in the sport of
International Rifle Shooting. In , I competed
for the USA in the Olympic Games in Munich,
Germany.
Ask any Olympic champion what the recipe for
winning is and you will likely receive something like
the following. Take a huge amount of desire and
dedication, add mental control, stir in proper technique, blend it well with quality equipment and mix
in a dose of the opportunity to compete and you
might just have something that has a chance to taste
like winning.
However, just as with any recipe, if you leave
out any ingredient the outcome just doesn’t taste
good. I had almost all of the ingredients in Munich.
The missing one cost me the Gold Medal. I did not
have mental control in the competition and came
home with the Silver instead. Frustrated, I began a
search for the secrets of the mental game. It made
sense to me that the Gold Medalists must be thinking differently than the rest of us, so to gain insight
I decided to survey as many of them as I could.
What they taught me was truly amazing. It formed
a r c h e r y
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the basis of a mental system I call Mental
Management®.
In the next Olympics, the Gold Medal was
mine because I used a mental system to win. For the
past  years I have been studying and coaching
mental control to all sorts of performers from
Olympians (including the U.S. Olympic Archery
team) and Fortune  companies to the United
States Secret Service and the U.S. Navy SEALS. My
Mental Management® System is used by the
Olympic teams of nine nations and countless
national, world and Olympic champions. I am not
a sport psychologist and the basis of my system does
not originate from psychology. I am a competitor
and the basis of Mental Management® comes from
the study of winners and what works for them
under the stress of competition. I do work well with
sport psychologists and normally do not find great
conflict with what they do for shooters.
So, why should an archer read an article written
by a rifle shooter? I don’t make a living shooting a
bow or teaching archery technique. I can’t tell you a
thing about how to point the bow but I can tell you
how to point the mind. Over the years I’ve had
competitive archers in my classes and within recent
months I’ve found myself becoming much more
involved with the sport. Frank Pearson, a champion
professional archer and coach, and I have collaborated on several projects for archery including CDROMs that combine technical instruction, set-up
and mental control.
The Missing Ingredient
In my experience as both an Olympian and an
Olympic coach, the ingredient most often missing
in the recipe for winning is mental control. I often
ask Olympians what percentage of winning is mental. I have never had a champion archer say it was
less than % mental. What do you think? If you
said % mental, are you spending % of your
time and money on your mental game? If not, why
not? Perhaps a place to start is to be introduced to
Mental Management®.

f o c u s

The First Mistake Most Shooters Make
Since beginning my survey of Gold Medalists in  I have
talked to hundreds of winners and find that almost all of
them made the same first mistake I made concerning mental control. We began to study mental control much too late
in our careers.
This comment is made far too often. “You don’t really
need to worry about the mental game until you have a high
level of mastery of form.” Nothing
could be further from the truth. You
need a mental game in the beginning. In fact, if you have a grasp of
some of the Principles of Mental
Management® before you begin to
shoot you will learn proper form
faster and with greater precision.
I had a chance to test this theory myself during the  years I owned and operated the
International Shooting School. Most of the students at this
school had National Team goals and were funded by themselves or their parents. We had little time and money and
needed to maximize the training. I found that by teaching
mental skills early prior to beginning form training that we
were able to cut the time from beginning shooting to placing an athlete on the National Team in half. I had one
exceptional student that made the World Championship
team for her country within one year of beginning shooting.
Sounds good doesn’t it?
Unfortunately this is not the normal way we learn
shooting. Most of us learn the hard way, the way I learned.
We begin by pointing the bow with little regard to where
our mind is pointing. As time passes we develop bad habits.
They become imbedded and become very difficult to dislodge later on when we finally get around to being concerned about mental performance. Most shooters loose
points because of preventable mental error every time they
compete. This is an outrage and I’m unable to understand
why so few shooters are concerned about it early on.

“An archer’s success is as
much a result of where
the mind is pointing as
it is of where the bow is
pointing.”

Lanny Bassham is an Olympic
Coach and an Olympic Gold
Medalist. He is a member of the
Olympic Shooting Hall of Fame,
ranks third among all shooters in
total international medal count
for the USA and is one of the most
respected mental trainers in the
world. His book With Winning
in Mind and his Mental
Management® concepts are used
and endorsed by Olympian and
World Champion archers. You can reach him at ...
or at www.lannybassham.com.
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Mental Management is a registered term, owned by Lanny Bassham. It is a violation of federal law to use the
term in any form without permission from the owner. All rights are reserved.

If you are a parent reading this and paying the shooting
expenses of your children then let me tell you the most
important thing anyone will ever say to you—learn the
mental skills in the beginning. Do not wait until they have
technique down because it is way too late by then. Proper
mental control builds self image that pays off in the classroom and in the archery tournament. You cannot begin too
early. An archer’s success is as much a result of where the
mind is pointing as it is of where the bow is pointing. Get
the mind pointed in the correct manner from the beginning!
If you start shooting with poor equipment or poor form
bad habits are inevitable. This is common knowledge. The
same is also true with mental performance. The problem is
that most coaches do not teach the mental game. Oh, they
think it is important but they are not trained to teach it. I
understand their dilemma. Teaching mental skills is difficult
and here is one reason why. A coach can point to a winning
shooter and say “See how they are holding their bow. Hold
it like that.” But it’s a different matter when the coach says
“See what that shooter is thinking. Think like that.”
Additionally, there is a difference in learning form well
enough to compete and learning well enough to win. So, we
normally learn form well enough to compete first then later
we evolve into learning the form necessary to win. It is normally a two-step process. But, I have
found that the mental process for
both competing and winning should
be the same. When done correctly it
is a one-step process not two. In fact,
it is easier to use a proven mental system of thinking from the beginning
than to develop one on your own
and then later discover that the winners are thinking differently that you are thinking.
So, how do you find out what the winners are thinking?
Ask them. That’s what I have been doing for the past 25
years and in the articles to come I’ll be telling you what they
have been telling me.
In the next issue of Archery Focus we will look at how
winners deal with pressure.

If you are ready to make a serious effort to improve your
mental game then this series is for you. The next few
installments will cover some essential areas of mental control
as it relates to winning from my perspective. Some of the
topic areas will include:
Starting Early with Mental Skills
Understanding Pressure
Using a Proven System
Seeking Balance in Your Mental Processes
Controlling Your Response to the Environment
Principle Directed Training
Running a Mental Program
Understanding the Zone Phenomenon
Building a Winning Self Image
My goal is to cover all of these areas in the next few articles.
So let’s begin by covering the first in this session.

Book Review
Mastering
Compound B ows
Okay, I’ll admit it; I’m an archery book junkie. I have a do justice to none of them. Park focuses on compound
bookshelf with most every book that’s been published on bows being shot with a release aid. If this is your style of
archery in the last thirty years. James Park’s “Mastering archery and wish to improve, I whole heartedly recomCompound Bows” now has a prominent place not on my mend this book.
Steve Ross
bookshelf but on my computer hard drive. To my knowledge, this is the first archery book
Partial Table of Contents:
issued on compact disk. There are
advantages and disadvantages to
Part1: Outline
releasing a book in PDF format
Introduction
(Acrobat reader format). The disadObjectives
vantages are that obviously you
Terminology
need a computer to read it; the
Part 2: Form
advantages are however that many
Bones and muscles
glorious pictures can be contained
4.1) Skeletal structure
in it at very little cost! If you are
4.2) Bones
like me and never tire of great pic4.3) Muscles
tures of some of the best comStance
pound archers in the world, then
Body and head postion
you are for a real treat with this
Shoulders and arm alignment
book.
7.1) Shoulder position
Yet, pictures are only part of Mastering Compound Bows
7.2) Arm and shoulder alignment
the story with Park’s book. Park has by James Park
Bow arm
studied compound bows and  pages,  illus and photographs.
Bow hand
archers in great detail. Being a win- Available on CDROM from—
Full draw
ner of the Australian Champion- www.archery-forum.com/afstore/
The release device
ships in , winner of the world product.lasso?id=7
The anchor
Masters Games in , and as well Cost is US$ dollars and
Aiming
accomplished as recurve archer, you US$ shipping.
The follow-through
could say Park knows a thing or
two about archery. An engineer by trade, he breaks down Your coach
the technical aspects of compound bows as well as any- A quick check list for technique
one has. What I especially liked about his book is the Part 3: Equipment
detailed explanation of what constitutes good form and The Bow
why this is the basis for great scores. His pictures of good 17.1) Selecting a compound bow
archers with minor form flaws however, inspired me to 17.2) Draw weight
take an inventory of my own form and look for areas of 17.3) Draw length
The Arrows
improvement.
What you won’t find in Park’s book is any reference 18.1) Target archery
to the mental side of the sport; not that he doesn’t feel it’s 18.2) Field archery
important, rather that he feels others may have more 18.3) Indoor archery
expertise in this area. As the title suggests, this book cov- and much more . . . .
ers only compound bows. Too often I have found that
archery books try to cover every discipline and as a result
a r c h e r y
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Coaching Archery

Hosted by Doug Engh

Becoming a Professional
Archery Instructor
Have you ever considered teaching archery for a living? The majority of individuals who take NAA
instructor certification courses use their new expertise
in teaching at camps, volunteering in clubs, teaching
teams, or teaching customers within their archery
pro-shop. But a growing number of individuals are
using archery instruction to make a living—even if
they don’t have a retail store. They create a business
plan like any other small business owner, develop a
standardized program and equipment list, create a
marketing campaign, and track budgets and financial successes.

I

In almost all other fields, professional instructors
charge for their services: academic schools, golf
ranges, music studios, etc, and in each case, a business plan is used and followed. Archery is no different. For those instructors who wish to make a
living doing it, teaching
archery can be as financially successful as any other
small business. As an
example of one business
model that is highly successful, I visited Boston
recently and toured with
Anthony
Bellettini.
Anthony owns Archery
USA, a combination indoor
archery school/pro-shop in
Dedham, and who has developed a traveling archery
school that he markets to local parks and recreation
centers.
My first impression was that the pro-shop
Anthony runs gives him an unfair advantage over
other instructors who don’t have a retail store to
fall back on. Anthony told me that when he started marketing to Rec Centers, he worked out of his
home with a single auto filled with equipment. He
said the equipment and reliable transportation to
job sites are all a professional archery instructor
needs to be successful. The trick, if there is one, is
to standardize everything you do—from your
marketing plan to your class structure and billing
a r c h e r y
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techniques.
Here’s what Anthony does. He solicits to
Recreation Centers (within  minutes of driving
from his location) to go to their site and teach a
five week Junior Olympic Archery Development
archery class one and a half hours per week using
his equipment. The initial solicitation is a letter
which is followed up by a phone call within two
weeks. His mailing list of Rec departments comes
from the state chapter of the National Recreation
and Parks Association (NRPA), which has a website, www.nrpa.org. He says it’s important to
emphasize “Junior Olympic Archery” in the sales
pitch.
The Rec department agrees to list the class in
their standard course catalog and collect the fees.
Anthony conducts a site inspection prior to agreeing to commit to the class,
then schedules his time
and appears on location,
sets up his equipment,
teaches the class to the
youth who have signed up
through the Rec dept,
packs up his equipment
and returns home. Set up
takes  minutes, tear
down takes perhaps 
minutes. The classes are
conducted both indoors or
outdoors, depending on
the location and time of year. His equipment consists of recurve bows, wood arrows, side quivers,
square wood target stands with Ethafoam‘ sheets
screwed onto them, a portable bow rack, netting
with cables and clips(for indoors) and a surveyor’s
wheel to measure outdoor fields. All shooting is
done at 18 meters. All this is carried in a clean
white van with his “USA Archery Training
Centers” logo on the side.

T

The class format is also standardized. Of the one
and a half hours, the first half hour is used for
practice and the remainder is spent on the “scoring
game”—Anthony’s term for JOAD scoring. The

f o c u s
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I soon realized how systematic Anthony’s
approach is and how much time he spends developing leads on the front end and his careful followthrough on the back end. This “planning and follow-through” is the key to being a successful professional archery instructor. These techniques can
easily be transferred to other cities in other parts of
the country with similar success. If you don’t have
equipment, NADA can provide you with portable
bow boxes to start. Our thanks to Anthony
Bellettini for sharing his time and talents with me.

youth shoot for
JOAD scores and
receive award levels at the end of
each class as they
progress through
the five week
schedule. This
approach encourages JOAD and
NAA
involvement with the
youth, and also guarantees that by the end of the
schedule, the youth will want to continue with more
archery. This makes it very easy to sign the Rec centers
up for additional courses. Anthony has several
accounts that have been running non-stop for years
because of this technique.
Midway through the schedule, Anthony sends the
Rec dept. an invoice for the class—charging an agreed
upon fee per participant. His teaching schedule has
grown to the point where he has hired another instructor to conduct additional classes. And he’s outfitted a
second van.
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LAPEL PIN National Archery
Association pin in red, white,
and blue on gold
#SOU20, $3

®

NAA Corporate Sponsor

(719) 866-4180
(719) 866-4576
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NEW! NEW! NEW!
2002-2003
FITA RULE BOOK
The complete, updated Constitution
and Rules book from FITA has been
released in a convenient, 5X7, 3-ring
binder. The binder allows for future
changes to be slipped into place
without the purchase of an entire
new book. To preview this book, visit
the FITA web site-www.archery.org.
#PUB09, $20

TRAVELER JACKET
This sporty jacket packs into its own left
pocket for easy traveling and storage. It
is made of water repellant, 100% nylon
taffeta and has a 100% polyester half lining, vented back flap and hidden hood.
Generous fit,
sizes M, L, XL only.While quantities last!
#WAP178, $35

LD !
O
T
S
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▲▲

▲
▲

▲ ▲

FUNDAMENTALS OF RECURVE ARCHERY
This new book by Olympian Ruth Rowe offers complete
information on how to get started shooting a recurve bow.
It can be used by teachers/coaches/instructors as a reference on the details of shooting technique as well.
Fundamentals of Recurve Archery includes step-by-step
photographs illustrating all aspects of good form.
#PUB02, $15

a r c h e r y
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✴ SEASON BLOWOUT ✴
Please refer to our website www.usarchery.org for detailed merchandise descriptions

While supplies last…
• With any one star (✴) purchase, receive another one star (✴) item from the list at half price.
• With any two star (✴✴) purchases, receive any item from the list at half price.
• Buy two three star (✴✴✴) items and receive one item from any category free.

✴

✴✴

✴✴✴

USA Archery Pencils
(SOU24) 6/$2.50

USA Archery Chrome License Plate
Frame (SOU09) $6

USA Archery Sport Watch
(SOU21 or 22) $25

USA Archery Plastic
License Plate Frame (SOU) $3

USA Archery Luggage Tag
(SOU15) $3

USA ARCHERY Sweatshirt Size
S,M,L,XL,XXL (WAP016) $38

NAA History Book 2 (PUB04) $10
JOAD Lanyard (LAN103) $6

Carabineer Key Chain with Silver
USA Archery Logo charm
(SOU07) $6

USA Archery Logo Signature Golf
Shirt Size S,M,L,XXL (no XL)
White (WAP168) $35

USA Archery Logo Static Cling
Decal (SOU12) $1

Archery Anatomy book
(PUB15) $17

USA Archery Logo Signature Golf
Shirt Size S & M only Navy
(WAP163) $35

USA Archery Necklace (SOU19) $5

Media Guide (PUB11) $8

USAT Lapel Pin (USAT02) $3

2000 Sydney Games Olympic video
(VID06) $18

Archer Nail Art Standing
(SOU25) $5
Archer Nail Art Hanging
(SOU26) $5

National Archery Assoc./USA
Long Sleeve T Size S,M,XL,XXL
(no L) (WAP011) $20
USA Archery Logo Bucket Hat
(HAT105) $15
USA Archery Visor (HAT 108) $15
USA Archery Size S,M,L,XL,XXL
Oval logo (WAP006) $15
USA Archery Arrow T Size
S,M,L,XL,XXL (WAP 173) $15

Please use order form on page 27 for ALL orders.

®

NAA Corporate Sponsor
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Recurve Tech 300

Chris Shull

In Korea

Part 2 of 3

In the last segment about the trip Guy Krueger and
I took to Korea, I described all of the observations
made about me as a shooter. In this part, I tell you
about Mr. Park’s mental approach and about the
Korean’s training regimens.

Mental Lessons with Mr. Park
Our evening spent with Mr. Park of Win&Win
Archery was an education in how to think while
shooting. We began by shooting for Mr. Park,
outside the W&W factory, at  meters. Mr. Park
asked us a few questions, such “What do you
think about while shooting?” It was a kind of
trick question. We said stuff like “I’m working on
my shoulder, so I’m thinking about that, etc.”
There is nothing wrong with focusing on something that you are trying to fix, but when tournament time comes around Mr. Park gave us the
correct mental perspective.
Mr. Park’s philosophy is based around three
pillars, if you will, One Action Shooting, Use Bone,
and Concentration. I’ll explain each component
separately, though they are all the same, in a way.
By One Action Shooting, Mr. Park means that
you should have one thought through the entire
shot sequence. For Mr. Park, focusing on the
elbow is the best thing. Think only about elbow
motion the entire shot. If I think about my elbow
and my bow hand at the same time, I violate this
principle.
Use Bone is as opposed to “use muscle.” Mr.
Park explained that it is very confusing to your
mind to think about squeezing the muscles that
attach to your bones. Instead, he advocates focusing on moving the bones themselves. In this case,
we are talking about scapula and elbow rotation.
a r c h e r y
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Mr. Park feels that the American focus on “back
tension” is bogus. This reinforces use of the muscles. In Korea, everyone is taught to focus mentally on bone, with -% of the national team
thinking elbow specifically, and the remainder
thinking scapula.
Mr. Park got off on a tangent, too, about
how the scapula is the root of your arm. In fact,
the muscles that are attached to your scapula run
all the way to your legs, your neck, everything. If
you think about your scapula, the rest of your
body follows. However, Mr. Park stated that Guy
and I both have excellent scapular rotation, so he
advocates focusing on our elbows as a less confusing focal point for our minds.
Concentration, as defined by Mr. Park, is
composed of two things—#) Feeling in the form
of one action shooting and focusing on bone. You
get this feeling through massive repetition of the
shot in practice. #) The target. Yes, he tells us to
think about the target, which is directly opposed
to the philosophy of “don’t aim.” Part  without
Part  will not work, and vice versa. (When we
shoot blank bale we eliminate the need to focus
on Part ) Concentration requires execution of
perfect feeling (which translates to perfect technique) while focusing your mind on the target.
However, don’t focus on shooting tens, focus on
your groups in the target.
The idea is to keep all your arrows right next
to one another other; score is irrelevant. This
applies when aiming off, too. Mr. Park said that
Kim, Soo-Young would never move her sight
after her practice ends, as doing so removed her
from her sense of grouping on the target. If she
shot her first scoring arrow (Yes, just one arrow, I
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“The point is that the
archers respect their
coaches, and it is easy
to see why.”

clarified that.) to the left of the ten,
she would aim to the right of the ten
for the rest of the distance. Think
about it, how many times have you
started moving your sight in competition, but you wind up having no idea where the arrows
are going to go because you lose that connection with
your concentration. Focus on groups at the target, and
you will always keep both components of concentration
active.
Mr. Park stated that it takes massive amounts of
practice, perhaps as much as  arrows per day, plus
intense technique development, to progress from  to
. He feels that the secret to going from  to 
lies in developing that perfect combination of feeling and
grouping. The top Koreans only shoot about  arrows
a day, says Mr. Park, as they already have the proper technique. For them to progress, they have to master the
details of what we have already mentioned. This confuses me, however, as I would think that it would take just
as much practice to perfect your combination of feeling
and grouping as it does to work on either component by
itself as you build from  to . Perhaps they are just
getting lazy? Or perhaps the heavy loads the high school
kids shoot are somewhat counterproductive.
This lead naturally to what Mr. Park thought about
training regimens.

that’s in only . hours of shooting.

The Korean Development System
According to Mr. Park, kids begin
shooting in elementary school, at
the age of  or . They learn perfect bone alignment,
correct scapula motion, perfect anchor, perfect release
and perfect follow through before they get to touch a
bow. First, the kids simply mimic correct motion, bare
handed. After that is correct they move on to a
Theraband. After perfect form is executed on the
Theraband they move to drawing a bow, without an
arrow. Finally, they do the whole thing with an arrow,
but they don’t shoot it. The entire process lasts from
three to six months, before they ever release their first
shot. However, the payoff is that, according to Mr. Park,
they will almost all break  at  meters ( arrows) the
first time they score. These are  year old kids we are
talking about.
The kids continue shooting in Junior high schools,
where the schools again have ranges. I’m not sure about
what goes on at this grade level, but I do know that the
best of the junior high shooters are invited to attend one
of several physical education high schools, like Kyungee
High School where Guy and I spent most of the week.
At the high school level the kids shoot more than any
other group of shooters in Korea. Their heavy days
approach  arrows, if their coach is not exaggerating.
They shoot warm up and a FITA round in the AM,
another FITA round in the PM and . more hours after
dinner, under lights. The men at the school shot from a
low of  to a high of  for the captain. The women
shot all high  to  for the captain. Mr. Park said
that high school shooters practice the most for two reasons. First, ascending from  to  is an issue of perfecting technique, which requires a ton of repetition.
Second, they all aspire to shoot again at the next level,
either in university teams or company teams. In order to
do that they must shoot minimum of  for a corporate team, a bit lower than that for a university team.
(The thing with the university teams is they are all based
around physical education universities, which are tough
to get into. Other schools don’t have ranges.) If they do
not qualify for either of these options, then they will no
longer be able to shoot, as there are no public ranges in
Korea.
These high school kids do some weight lifting in the
off season, but focus only on shooting during the competition season. In fact, they were not even running at
this time of the year. They also shoot less immediately

The Korean Training Regimen
I asked Mr. Park what is the best way to spread around
my practice. He said that the best method he has found
is to cycle your practice. If I were shooting a maximum
of  arrows a day, I would take a break day on Sunday,
shoot medium () on Monday, max () on Tuesday,
medium () on Wednesday, minimum () on
Thursday, max () again on Friday, and medium ()
on Sunday. None of the Korean teams we trained with
appeared to follow this method, though, as they all
trained everyday. At least  arrows each day for the
high schoolers. Fewer for the University level shooters,
but still they shoot from - PM and :- PM. The
Koreans make better use of their practice time, too. The
high school students jogged back and forth to the target.
The university teams at Kyung Hee Univ. (Yun- Mi, Jin’s
team) and the National Physical Education University
(where the current men’s Junior World Champion trains)
walked to the target, but they also shot  or  arrows per
end. My impression is that Americans sit around too
much at practice. The coach and Kyung Hee said the
archers were shooting about  arrows per day, and
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“If they do not qualify
for either of these
options, then they will
no longer be able to
shoot, as there are no
public ranges in
Korea.”

before tournaments, only 
arrows per day, says Mr. Lim, the
coach.
When tournaments are coming
up the students have no class at all,
only shooting. At other times they
may have some class in the morning
(I even met two of the English teachers at the high
school), but I don’t think class lasts more than an hour or
two. It appears to me that they continue shooting the
notorious -:, - and :- schedule most of the
year. All their fingers were leather, except for the kid
whose calluses have cracked and are now bloody. I gave
them a roll of Vet-Wrap (Coban) as a humanitarian gesture. They don’t have that in Korea.
Mr. Lim, and his assistant coach, were at the field all
day, everyday, with the shooters. Mr. Lim was a member
of a World Championship team in the s, and is an
accomplished archer himself as are all the top coaches in
Korea. Coaching is now their full time career. The point
is that the archers respect their coaches, and it is easy to
see why.
Yun, Mi Jin attended this high school, and she won
both Gold Medals at the Olympics her senior year there,
so the madness obviously has paid off. (They now have
pictures of her everywhere, the school is like a shrine to
Yun, Mi Jin.)
All the archers we shot with shoot outdoors year
round. (Yes, even in the snow). They do this by shooting
out of small buildings with the windows open. Small
heaters make it warm enough to shoot, then they put on
a coat to pull their arrows. One of the elementary schools
we visited simply had a scaffolding with plastic wrapped
around (and squares cut out of the plastic for shooting)
to keep out the cold wind.
We have already described what happens at the collegiate team level. There are about  university teams in
Korea. Archers at Mi-Jin’s school, Kyung Hee University
(as opposed to Kyungkee High School) run  min. in
the morning, then spend the rest of the AM in class.
They arrive at the range for practice at , and shoot till .
After dinner they shoot under lights (out of their building) from : till . The team and Kyung Hee is new,
consisting of only three archers. Yun, Mi-Jin; Lee,
Kyung-Jung, and Cho, Eun-Na. Ms. Lee holds the  M
world record at . Guy and I spent an evening with
them. I managed to lose an  arrow match to Yun, . I looked through some of her FITA scores, and her
good days were . Look out for the Korean women to
hit a  soon.

The university teams were more
laid back than the high school, but
they still work hard. They must
maintain their level in order to go
for a corporate team after graduation. I expect that some of them will
coach down the road, too.
Company team archers shoot less than any other
level. Mr. Park says that practice is less important than
improving concentration (see the definition of concentration from earlier) at the + level. Consequently,
some company archers may only shoot  arrows per
day. However, there are others who shoot a ton for simple job security. If they have a slump then they go back
to a desk job. Most of the Koreans that we see at the
Games are company team members. (Yun, Mi Jin is an
exception, as she came right out of high school with Mr.
Lim)
So, Korea has a path for their archers to follow that
has led to the development of about  men who can
break , and who knows how many women. Now we
can understand how they have accomplished this.

I
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I asked Mr. Park about the recent news of several top
Korean Men (Hong, Sung Chil, Kim, Chung Tae, Oh,
Kyo Moon and Jang, Yong Ho) being banned from the
Korean national team for walking out of a pre World
Championship training camp. Mr. Park said that the
reports of the archers biting snakes and cleaning sewers
are false, but that they were made to carry a wood boat
up a mountain, one month before Beijing. These men
felt that this was dangerous, and quit. Kim, Chung Tae,
received a one year suspension, everyone else a five year
suspension.
Mr. Park stated that the theory behind these army
training tactics was to develop mental toughness, so that
the archers could carry through in difficult matches,
though he believes that the toughness necessary to do
this is different than the kind being developed in these
exercises.
I believe that there is a two fold Achilles heal to the
Korean program, a fault that has permitted numerous
U.S. gold medals. First, the Korean’s financial security
runs on archery, and there is a ton of pressure from the
people at home to perform. (Ms. Yun made US$,
for her two golds.) Consequently they have everything to
lose at the Games. Americans will win neither fame nor
fortune at the Olympics, so we have nothing to lose. We
have a much better mental state at the Games, we are laid
f o c u s

“The Korean‘s financial security
runs on archery, and there is a
ton of pressure from the people at
home to perform. (Ms. Yun made
US$, for her two golds.)”
back, they are up tight.
Second, I believe that the kind of toughness that the
KAA has been trying to build in their archers via carrying boats up mountains has been developed for real in
Americans via the fact that we have had to make archery
happen around our educations and our jobs. We have
developed mental toughness over years of stress from
those factors. The Koreans may shoot a ton, but that is
all they have to do. (Not that shooting all day is easy.)
Perhaps they have not been up against enough challenge
outside of archery to develop the toughness that they
need.
These two problems don’t apply to their women,
though, as they are used to winning and that sheds much
of the pressure. There is no real competition for them.
There are, however, other men who can beat their men,
and those Olympic loses are remembered every time they
set foot on the range.

shed some light onto why that is.
Chris Shull is a member of the U.S. Archery Team. He
currently lives and trains at the Olympic Training
Center in Chula Vista, CA, having recently graduated
from college.

Here is Chris (far right) with his Pan American Team mates.
Photo Courtesy of the NAA.

T

The Koreans hold all the world records and win all the
World Championships, but their men have not repeated
that dominance at the Olympics. Perhaps my comments
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Don Kudlacek

Equipment Review

The Genesis Star Fire B ow
The archery industry is one of the few left in which
a single person can have a substantial impact on its
development. I have always had a great deal of
respect for Don Kudlacek’s mind as an engineer and
his determination to “go it alone” so I badgered him
for a little over a year to write about his latest
effort—the Star Fire bow. Ed.
The name of my new bow is Star Fire. I designed
it for compound FITA, target shooting in general, actually. My wife, Alma, says that I ride
around on my lawnmower getting ideas and that
I will sometimes forget to finishing cutting the
grass because I got an idea and went straight to
the shop to try it out. That’s true. In this case I
wanted to manufacture a bow on simple machinery, without all of the CDC machines and whatnot. And I have always admired the Sabo bows,
both the recurves and the compounds. They
were years ahead of their time (see photo opposite
Ed.). I decided to make such a bow with some of
my new ideas. For one, I wanted to open up the
riser for the hand to fit into it and I wanted a grip
that was adjustable both front to back and side to
side. The grip needed the provide camber or tilt
adjustment and allow some rotation also. In this
way, bow torque is an absolute minimum. I
think if you try this bow, one of the things that
will please you most is the grip.
A shoot-though riser makes for a more accurate bow because there is no riser twisting. And I
wanted to control or to move the vibrations from
the limbs to flow around the grip for better aiming and control. Also, it shoots left or right
handed so I don’t have to stock two models of
everything. It worked better than I had dreamed.
I invented the single groove cam years ago,
but the manufacturers would not use them
because they could use two-groove cams and get
more speed from them. My cam is a little slower,
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about the same speed as a mild cam, but I feel
that the single groove cam is more precise. Any
bow can be steady at aim if it is tillered properly
to the bow as it sets in your hand. The rest is in
the timing of the two-cam bow. The one cam
bow naturally aims better than a two-cam bow
that is not set up properly. And while my bows
are set up correctly when they leave the shop,
archers are known to tinker.
Steve asked me about having solid (nonsplit) limbs. I split my limbs about the same time
as Quadraflex did quite a few years back. Split
limb bows were a little faster and often much
smoother. Several years later I discovered that the
limb needed its center to keep the two cams from
twisting to one side more than the other (limb
tip lean), the single groove cam with the split
cable system works even better with the solid
limb.
For further information contact—
Kudlacek’s Archery, Inc.
 Oak Street
Longview, WA 
phone ..
fax ..
email donald@kalama.com
Kudlacek had to design his own drop away rest because who
would want to shoot a Kudlacek bow without a Kudlacek rest?

f o c u s

One of the inspirations for the Star
Fire—this is a Sabo SSR ca. 1970.

The Star Fire Target Compound
Bow comes custom made to your
draw weight and draw length. It
can be shot right or left handed
with a few simple adjustments of
the grip. The shoot through cable
system eliminates the need for a
cable guard and it’s corresponding wheel tip. Draw length
adjustments can be made by the
simple expedient of moving the
grip forward or back.
The shoot through/beam
riser allows great vision and great
accuracy while keeping the bow’s
weight down. The patented single groove cams give smooth
energy and stable nock travel.
Add a Genesis 5-Star
Stabilizer, and a Genesis
DAR rest, and a Genesis
International Target Sight
and you have a full
Kudlacek/ Genesis FITA target bow that will deliver outstanding accuracy.

Don Kudlacek is one of the most innovative
minds in archery and, in his own words, one of
the orneriest. Among his many innovations he
invented the full split limb compond bow 
years ago. It was a real inovation at the time but
he could not control the limb tip lean to his satisfaction with a cable guard, so  years later he
came up with the split cable system (US Patent
#, ) that makes split limbs work better.
He invented the modern day cam in 
(US Patent #, ), the single groove
cam in  (US Patent #), internal
cam adjustments in  (US Patent #).
A nock end repair tool (US Patent #),
the bubble level or third axis sight adjustment in
 (US Patent #), and the multi-rod
stabilizer (US Patent #) in . He has a
patent pending on his new adjustable peep sight.
He continues to innovate in his workshop
and build all of his own products.
Steve Ruis

The Kudlacek Archery team—Alma and
Don Kudlacek
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Kathy Adams

How (and How Not) To
Travel With a World Team
June of 2002 began with the sudden and exhilarating fact that my daughter had made the U.S. Junior
World Team and we would be going to the Czech
Republic in August. The Team and parents had our
first meeting the evening after the last competition
ended. I had no idea what was about to happen as
the Team coaches informed us of all the travel plans.
Over the course of the next two months with numerous emails and phone calls, the tickets, airflights,
hotel, etc. were given to us in detail far beyond what
I could imagine! I also was given the dubious honor
of being a “parent chaperone” since I had gotten an
international driver’s license (for the protection of all)
and am a registered nurse.

The Elite Archer

A

As far as airflights, I just kept an eye on everyone!
With fresh thoughts of recent terrorist attacks, I
was very aware of who went where and who was
watching us. I kept having to watch for a couple
of team members who tended to wander off and
had “no fear.” I felt it was my duty to help keep all
of us safe and to help the U.S. coaches who had a
lot on their hands with 32 Team members aged
13–18 years. One really good idea while travelling
was the coaches insisting that we not wear our
team jackets, etc. so that we would not stick out in
public.
It was good that the coaches got the entire
team into one hotel but the rental car and transport was a bear to figure out each day. It would
have been better if we had a schedule written
down from the beginning so we parents could
plan our day but I decided to just “go with the
flow” and jump in when the coaches needed
someone to do something (as did the other parent
chaperones). It would have been nice to have
English language maps to the venue, etc. and I
assumed they would be available when we got
there (They weren’t). I suggest before you go out
of the US that you get maps of the pertinent
places, including the location of the U.S. Embassy
that are in English.
The cleaning of our uniforms was another
story. Another mom chaperone and I were granted the laundry duty. After questioning several
local people, the venue site, and the hotel we
a r c h e r y
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found out there were no laundromats and no
washers or dryers, so we washed the shirts for the
first night in the bathtubs and hung them to dry
in the basement as we could not hang them outside for fear they would get stolen. After the first
day, we finally got what we think was the manager of the hotel to let us use some kind of a spin
dryer; then after the second day, I guess she felt
sorry for us and said they would take them and
clean them for us daily.
The best thing we did for the kids and the
adults was to “take a break” from the unfamiliar
food and take the team to McDonalds for an
American meal. This improved the spirits of
everyone except that we got lost on the way home
(see my notes on maps in earlier discussion). The
Team trip to Prague was also a godsend to the kids
(not to mention the parent chaperones) who had
just completed a very tough tournament.
I am glad I got to experience this trip with my
daughter and with the Team. Overall, the kids
were respectful and kind to us, the coaches, and
their teammates. I think that in the future, parents
should go as chaperones on all junior trips because
the coaches need to be available to coach. I think
before the teams go to any competition representing the USA, the team should work with all of the
coaches and the coaches should work with all the
kids especially when looking at their archery
equipment. Parents need to let the coaches review
the kid’s equipment before they are at the competition.
The parents also needed to remember that we
were there to help facilitate the agenda and not
make the agenda (even though there were times
we wanted to alter the agenda). Since the number
of parent chaperones is small (as it should be to
keep the travel expenses down) I hope everyone
asked to help in this capacity will do so. There
were times when I had to be a parent to other kids
and times I had to not be my child’s parent.

T

This is what you might expect as a parent chaperone traveling with any U.S. Archery Team!
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Tyler Benner

Overcoming Obstacles
to who is experiencing them. Yes, we might all agree that
getting sick or having major equipment problems right
before the Olympic Games would be a larger obstacle
and bring about more stress than a child going to a local
JOAD tournament and forgetting a tab. However it is
not to say there is no obstacle or stress to overcome—the
child still must be adaptive, flexible, and able to calm
himself enough to step up to the line with a borrowed
tab and shoot a ten.

My car keys were not in their usual spot, the terrible racket
coming from the house next door is approaching insanity levels, and those upcoming college scholarship essays still have not
written themselves. Obstacles, barriers, roadblocks; call them
what you will, they are here, they are real, and they happen
on a daily basis to every single one of us.

O

Obstacles bring about different levels of stress. Certain
obstacles, like the missing car keys, are a minor obstacle,
requiring only minimal effort and stress to correct.
Breaking a string at an international tournament mere
hours before you have to shoot in the elimination round?
This is an obstacle that will tax your mind and body in a
much different manner. You could end up in what is
known as “the breakdown zone.” Stress levels peak when
your current emotional, mental, and physical well-being
are no longer capable of dealing with all of the new sensations, and you break down. Your confidence is gone,
hopelessness sets in, and all chances of a record setting
performance just went down the tubes.You spiral downwards, seeking sympathy and offering excuses to anyone
who will listen.
Obstacles are daily occurrences. They happen, and
that is all there is to them. Problems arise and, sometimes, you will be able to fix them in a timely manner
without much stress. Obstacles, though, require you to
deal with them.
If everyone runs into dream-shattering obstacles,
how are you to rise to the occasion and perform at your
peak ability? Champions are not born champions, nor
are they cookie-cutter stamped out of programs. Each
and every champion is different. Champions are slowly
molded by their victories, their defeats, and most of all,
the daily obstacles they constantly rise above. Here we
come to understand part of the true nature of champions—champions have accepted the fact that obstacles are
a common thing and will occur at the most inopportune
moments. Accepting this key principle of the champion
mindset and preparing properly, thinking out solutions
to possible problems, and training your mind to be flexible and adaptable is the only defense you have. These
skills will help you cope with every stripped screw, broken string, missing piece of luggage, difficult judge, confusing score card, rain storm, and wind that threatens to
take your target back to Kansas.
Obstacles and the stress they bring are only relative

A

At every tournament I see archers break down or have a
meltdown after perhaps only half a day of shooting. The
car ride was longer than they would have liked, their parents snapped at them for not making their bed, or their
girlfriend or boyfriend just broke up with them, and
their focus was diverted. Three minor obstacles solidify
and turn into a large one when their shooting suffers due
to their lack of focus. After being unable to overcome the
first few small obstacles, the present obstacle of poor
shooting seems to be Mt. Everest. They finish off the
tournament, and leave with a negative mindset.
Motivation is down, and so practice suffers, and so the
next tournament suffers, and so yet again, the practice
suffers, and well, I am sure you can see how the vicious
cycle works.
What makes a champion a champion is their ability
to overcome these small obstacles, learn how to deal with
stress, and just stick to it when it seems much easier just
to give up.
These small obstacles teach you how to handle situations, become flexible and remain relaxed even when
everything seems to be going wrong. So when your primary bowstring breaks hours before the elimination
round of the World Championships, you will be able to
pick up your backup string, tie on new nocking points,
trust your tune and sight marks, and step up there and
drill a ten with your first arrow.

Tyler B. Benner is a high school student living in Manheim, PA. His most
recent accomplishments are becoming a
member of the  Jr. United States
Archery Team, and finishing in th place
at the Junior World Championships,
Nymburk, Czech Republic in . In
the same year he set records at the JOAD
nationals at  ( points) and  (
points) meters.
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Tomas Wartownik and Kristina Melicharova

Special Feature

Archery in . . . Slovakia!

Karol Noskovic brought archery to Slovakia in
 from Ostrava (Czech town), where he was in
military service. Until  archery in Vinicne
was only club in Slovakia. In this year were originated two new clubs in Cierna Voda and Kosice
and then gradually began archery development in
other cities and villages.
The Slovak Archery Association (SLZ) was
first registered in December . The SLZ was
accepted into FITA in July  after
Czechoslovakia was separated into two independent countries, Czech Republic and Slovakia.
Slovakia is a small country with a population
of a little over five million people. Archery is not

as popular as ice hockey is here but we have a few
people who work hard and spend a lot of their
free time especially with the younger generation.
At present we have  clubs. For  we have
registered  members and  of them are
recurve and compound archers.
a r c h e r y
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Archery equipment for us is very expensive
and many people cannot afford it. That’s why the
number of club members increases very slowly.
Those who fell in love with archery enjoy all
types of tournaments – target, field, and -D
archery. The biggest Slovak international tournament is Slovakia Grand Cup in Vinicne. This is a
one-day FITA qualification followed by elimination rounds the next day. Usually the participation is around  archers from ‒ European
countries.

In international tournaments our most successful was compound shooter Radoslav Zidek
who took the first place in the  European
Junior
Field
Championships.
Kristina
Melicharova (recurve) finished fourth in the
cadet division in the  European Championships – Olympic Round    m.
Our recurve archers haven’t yet reached the
magic  points. The closest one was Martin
Hornak with  (the Slovak national record) in
 Slovak National Outdoor Target
Championship. The best compound score is 
by Pavol Palaj in .
My name is Tomas Wartownik and I’m from Slovakia. I live
in New York and I study at the Atlantic City Community
College where I am also a member of Dr. Helen Bolnick’s
archery team. Kristina Melicharova acquired much of the
information for our article in Slovakia.
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Part One of a Series

Brian J. Luke

From B ough to B ow

Let’s Take a Walk

One might view archery in much the same way as
transportation. The speed and efficiency of modern archery equipment is far more practical than
the traditional, all wood bow and arrow. Yet, as
with walking, wooden archery equipment is still
full of wonder. There are certain joys in archery
than can only be experienced by slowing down
and discovering the beauty of traditional wooden
archery equipment. One such joy is the ability of
an ordinary archer to build his own equipment.
Walk with me as we take a journey to build an
all wood bow. The steps will be slow and simple,
and anyone can come along. The walk will be
adventurous and it just may lead to a hidden treasure!
I have been building all wood longbows as a
hobby since  and it still amazes me that a bow
can be built with nothing more than a split log
and a few simple tools. I also think you will come
to the conclusion that these all wood bows shoot
pretty darned well considering their simplicity.
I admit the title of this part of the story is a bit
odd for the subject, but I cannot over emphasize
the importance of slowing down and enjoying

every step of our journey to build a bow. Put away
any time expectations you may have set for yourself. Right now the bow is simply a hidden treasure we hope to find at the end of our journey. I am
here to teach you how to walk and learn from
every step. So let’s get started.
The bows we will be building in this article
are American and English longbows; built long
and narrow for a splendid blend of performance
and durability. The English longbow is the classical standard with its rounded belly and horn
nocks. The limbs of the English longbow have a
“D” shaped cross section, with a rounded belly,
the belly being the part of the bow facing the
archer while shooting. It is a beautiful design but
at the same time limiting as to the choice of woods
you can use. This design requires a wood with a
high resistance to compression. Yew, Osage
Orange, and Lemon wood all fit this requirement
nicely and have been the most popular choices for
this design.
The American Longbow differs only in the
rectangular cross-section of its limbs and in that it
usually does not have horn nocks. The rectangular
cross-section allows the stress in the limbs to be
more evenly distributed. This design will permit
the use of many more woods. I have successfully
made the American longbow out of Yew, Osage,
Black Locust, Sassafras, Red Elm, Hickory, Iron
Wood, Cherry, and Ash.
If I had to pick a favorite wood it would be
Osage. All of these trees with the exception of Yew
grow near my home in Ohio. Do not be afraid to
try any wood that grows near you. This is how we
learn, you may just re-discover an excellent bow
wood that for one reason or another has been forgotten about.
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Traditional Archery

To fly across the country in just a few short hours is a
marvelous feat and a true testimony to the advancement of technology. There was a time when man
could have only accomplished this in his wildest
dream; but now either directly or indirectly, air travel is a part of our daily lives. However, man’s first
transportation, his own two feet, is just as dependable
and full of wonder as it has always been. A walk is
somewhat predictable, you can only expect to go just
so far in a certain amount of time; but the journey
can be wonderful. Who knows what you will discover over the next knoll or after the next step?

Although
experimenting is
fun, it would
probably be wise
to contact a traditional archery equipment
supplier to obtain your bow wood
until you have successfully built a
few bows. There are many suppliers
to choose from on the worldwide web. I
have personally dealt with Ted Fry from
Raptor Archery for many years.
Find a supplier that is willing to take the
time to answer all your questions. Explain to
him that you would like to build an English or American
Longbow (your choice), and that this is your first
attempt. Determine the length of bow you will be making by adding 6 inches to your draw length and multiply
that number by two. Measure your draw length by having someone mark the place on the arrow where it rests
on your knuckle of your bow hand from your fully
drawn position. The distance from the string nock of the
arrow to the place you had marked on the shaft is your
draw length. For example if you have a -inch draw,
add , and then multiply by 2. That will figure out to be
a -inch bow.
These are nock to nock dimensions so your stave will
need to be a couple of inches longer than that. Another
old guide would be to build a bow at least as long as you
are tall. These are the minimum lengths for this style of
bow. It is much safer and a bit more comfortable to shoot
a bow a little longer than the recommended minimum.
What ever wood you choose should be the straighta r c h e r y
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est, longest seasoned piece of knot-free
wood the traditional archery supplier
has available; but I would not choose
Yew for a first attempt. That’s yew not
you, I think you are just great!
The bows being built for this article will be of Osage Orange. For ease
of working ask the supplier to pick out
a piece of wood that does not have too
tight of a growth ring pattern and definitely no twist. Knots, fine grain, and
twists in the wood can all be dealt
with, but do not aggravate yourself
with these bow demons on your first
attempt.
You will probably be asked if you
want a full-length stave or a pair of billets. A full-length stave is as it sounds,
a split out wedge of wood, long
enough to build a bow of your
required length.
A pair of billets is two shorter
pieces of a split out log that can be
spliced together to make a full length stave (see photo).

The billets are obviously a little more work, but they
usually are less expensive and some bowyers (bow
builders) feel that a better bow can be built from a pair
of sister billets.
Sister billets are two wedges of wood that at one time
were split out of the same log and were side by side. To
assure that you have sister billets you can once again lay
the two pieces side by side and the splits should fit
together like two pieces of a jig saw puzzle. When placed
together in this manner the wider end of the log would
become the handle splice. This would make the upper
limb and the lower limb of the bow to have very similar
grain patterns from the handle to the tip. In other words
splicing a bow in this way helps maintain symmetry in
the bow.
The splicing of the handle will be discussed in this
article but I usually only use billets when I do not have a
stave as long or straight as I want.
f o c u s

wood to dry naturally. Others have suc- Ayme for Finsbury Archers
cessfully employed
by James Partridge
rapid drying methods for bow staves, A Limited Edition Reprint of the 
Version of the Rules of Archery.
but the old time
bowyers felt that this Your can own this exceedingly rare
rapid drying ruins book that every serious archer
the integrity of the should study. Supplies are limited
wood, shortening the to  copies.
Special Price of $ (incl. s/h)
life of the bow draSend your check to
matically. I am in
Mark R. Cooper
agreement with the
 Goldthorn Hill
old timers, hurrying
Wolverhampton
anything in bow West Midlands, UK WV2 3HU
building is a bad
Fax/Phone    
idea. Be patient and email Mark.Cooper1@btinternet.com
buy seasoned staves
in the meantime.
Next Month! From Bough to Bow, Part 2—Let the
Chips Fly!

While you are waiting for your bow wood to arrive, if
you want to get a head start on harvesting your own bow
wood; start wandering around the closest wood lot, after
you obtain permission of course. Look for a tree that is
in good health and at least six to eight inches in diameter. You will be looking for a section of tree trunk with
no limbs at least six to seven feet long for bow staves or
40 inches long for billets. The section of tree trunk to be
considered should be straight in all directions without
any visible spiraling of the tree bark.
Fall the tree and cut out the section you have chosen
for your bow. Start a wedge in one end of the log and
split the log in two by placing another wedge in the crack
created in the bark side of the log. It is nice to have three
or four wedges on hand for this process. Depending on
the diameter of the tree; split each new piece in two until
you have a number of staves or billets that are about three
inches wide at the largest part of the wedge. Hopefully
you will have several pieces that split out straight without
twist.
Glue or seal the ends of the staves immediately, and
store the future bows sheltered from the rain and out of
direct sunlight, but they should have plenty of ventilation. Leave the bark on Yew, Osage, and Black Locust
especially. Removing the bark from these woods will
cause splitting from too rapid drying.
Some bowyers have had great success with removing
the bark of summer cut Hickory immediately after
falling and sealing the exposed wood. This saves the trouble of chasing a growth ring, which will be discussed later
in this series.
My staves are generally stored standing up and the
seasoning time will depend on the average relative
humidity in your area. Ohio is fairly humid so the rule
of thumb around here is to air-dry lumber one year for
every inch thickness of wood.
Electronic moisture meters are helpful, but they only
check the moisture content of the wood at the depth of
the probe. It is just better to be patient and wait for the
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Brian Luke is a devoted husband and father of three
teenagers. He has worked as a tool and die maker
since  and has been a lover of the bow since ,
when at the age of four he received his first bow and
arrow set (a fiberglass bow with the rubber tipped
arrows). Brian started building longbows in 
and has since won six National Championships competing with in the NAA Traditional Longbow Division. He has
won three Outdoor Nationals and three Indoor Nationals setting a
record for the indoor FITA.
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Archery Focus Back Issues
Back Issues of Archery Focus magazine are US$. each, which includes shipping and handling in the U.S. Call for international shipping
prices. Call ... or fax ... or write PMB , -A Freeman Lane, Grass Valley, CA . Supplies are limited.
For a current index, go to www.archeryfocus.com or see Vol.5, No.1 for an index through the year 2000 and annual updates in the first issue of each year.
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